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So as we were searching Craigslist for new places to live, we decided to check out the personal ads. After
looking at countless ads, we decided to make our own. We are three very different ladies with equally
different interests in guys. Please read below and respond with a picture and info about yourself if you're
interested.
Far left, brunette (let's call her Jayne): Doing a century bike ride in May (100 miles). Loves strawberry patch
picking and hot air balloons. Wants to travel to Italy to drink wine and look at great art. Likes to bake. Loves
to laugh. Loves to have game night or invite friends over for an evening at home.
Middle, brunette (let's call her Penny): Likes hammocks. Likes the smell and sound of rain. Wants to travel
the world and learn about other cultures. Shamelessly makes funny faces at little kids in restaurants. Should
buy stock in Red Box movies. Loves to take long drives with a good playlist.
Far right, blonde (let's call her Bekah): Favorite food is bacon. Loves anything the color green. Obsessed with
baseball and college basketball. Loves the smell of clothes right out of the laundry or fresh cut grass. Hates
cake (but loves chocolate chip cookies). Wants a dog more than anything right now. Loves traveling Latin
America (speaks Spanish).
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